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3M Introduces First Cold Shrink Branch Splice
A new splice from 3M allows power utilities and industrial contractors to more easily make a wye/branch splice
configuration on electrical power cables rated up to 15 kV. The 3M cold shrink branch splice QS-2001B is a
silicone rubber splice based on reliable 3M cold shrink technology. It allows fast installation of the wye/branch
configuration without the force needed to install push-on modular splices or the time required for tape splices or
heat shrink.

The 3M branch splice QS-2001B accepts all conductor sizes from #2 AWG through 500 kcmil. It is rated for 15
kV cable systems and accommodates main feeder cable runs and taps of 350-500 kcmil conductors. The splice
also accommodates conductor sizes from #2 AWG through 250 kcmil with an adapter applied to increase the
OD of the cable. The connector supplied with the splice is a set screw connector that guarantees the correct
connection. The connector is designed to have bolt heads shear off at the correct torque.

Two cables enter the splice on one end and one on the other. There is an adapter that is installed on the two
cables on one end that controls the stress and seals between them. The splice kit also contains all components
to continue the grounds of the cables across the splice and jacketing and environmental sealing materials to
completely seal and protect the splice and ground connections.

3M invented cold shrink splicing technology more than 30 years ago. Because the tube is applied by unwrapping
and pulling a perforated core that supports the tube, installation presents fewer risks to installers than when
using torches or force to install a splice.

For more information about the 3M cold shrink branch splice QS-2001B, contact the 3M Electrical Markets
Division, A130-4N-36, 6801 River Place Blvd., Austin, Texas 78726-9000, USA, or call 1-800-245-3573. For more
information about 3M electrical products, go to www.3M.com/electrical.

3M Electrical Markets Division

The 3M Electrical Markets Division, based in Austin, Texas, designs, manufactures and markets products for
utility and industrial power businesses, electrical construction, industrial maintenance, and electrical/electronic
devices produced by original equipment manufacturers. Division products include power cable splices and
terminations, including cold and heat shrink technologies; electrical and electronic specialty insulating tapes;
cable arc and fire-resistant tapes; heat shrinkable tubing and molded shapes for electrical insulation; electrical
wire connectors; wire terminals, tools and lugs; wire marking products; cable ties; underground/underwater
electrical system products; and electrical diagnostic and detection products.

About 3M - A Global, Diversified Technology Company

Every day, 3M people find new ways to make amazing things happen. Wherever they are, whatever they do, the
company's customers know they can rely on 3M to help make their lives better. 3M's brands include Scotch,
Post-it, Scotchgard, Thinsulate, Scotch-Brite, Filtrete, Command and Vikuiti. Serving customers in more than
200 countries around the world, the company's 67,000 people use their expertise, technologies and global
strength to lead in major markets including consumer and office; display and graphics; electronics and
telecommunications; safety, security and protection services; health care; industrial and transportation. For
more information, including the latest product and technology news, visit www.3M.com.

Scotch, Post-it, Scotchgard, Thinsulate, Scotch-Brite, Filtrete, Command and Vikuiti are trademarks of 3M.
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